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Outline

•  Status of tutorials

•  Helping students to use multiple representations 



Personal Assistant for Learning

Goal:
To provide students in introductory physics with a readily

accessible coach to help them practice making the

decisions necessary for solving problems competently.

Computer coaching functions:

•  Available at students’ convenience

•  Ensure that students engage in productive practice

•  Help students make appropriate decisions

•  Provide students with varying amount of individualized

    guidance and feedback



Present status

•  One tutorial roughly 70% complete

•  Tested partial tutorial with 7 students from an introductory
    physics class.

   – Interface usability

   – Amount of guidance

   – Length



Multiple representations

The ability to construct and interpret multiple representations
of a problem situation is critical to problem-solving.

•  Experts use a variety of representations (diagrams, graphs,
    equations) while solving problems.

•  All instruction aimed at helping students to improve their
    problem-solving abilities encourages students to use
    multiple representations in solving the problem.
    (e.g., Overview Case Study Physics)



Helping students to use MRs

•  Students must construct a picture of the situation.

Decisions:
– What objects should be included?
– At what times/positions should the objects be drawn?
– What other information should included in the picture?







Helping students to use MRs

•  Students must construct a picture of the situation.

•  Students must construct a physics diagram of the
    situation.

Decisions:
– What should be included in the diagram?





Helping students to use MRs

•  Students must construct a picture of the situation.

•  Students must construct a physics diagram of the
    situation.

•  Students construct an equation corresponding the
    approach they choose to solve the problem.

Decisions:
– Which equations are applicable to the specified approach?
– What is the physical meaning of the terms in the applicable
   equations?





Examine students performance on exam questions for:

Assessment

•  Presence of pictures and diagrams

•  Correctness of pictures, diagrams, and equations

•  Consistency between pictures, diagrams, and equations




